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1. Introduction and Purpose

The Swiss Re Corporate Governance Guidelines (“the Guidelines”) 
implement a harmonized governance approach by introducing 
efficient governance principles and procedures for the Swiss Re Group 
(“Swiss Re” or “the Group”). The Group comprises Swiss Re Ltd (“SRL”) 
as the listed holding company of the Group and all Swiss Re subsidiaries 
(“legal entity” or “legal entities”) which are directly or indirectly 
controlled by SRL. The Guidelines take into account nature, size and 
complexity of the Group’s legal entities when applying governance 
standards and requirements. In particular, they (i) determine the 
responsibilities for the issuance, application and implementation of the 
legal documents on both Group and Business Unit level, (ii) allocate 
the legal entities to either the Business Units (“BU” or “BUs”) or Group 
Functions (“GF”), (iii) define the concept of significance level of legal 
entities, (iv) create governance standards and procedures applicable 
to all legal entities, including processes for the creation and dissolution 
of legal entities, (v) outline qualifications and skills required for the 
legal entities’ Board members, (vi) establish procedures for the 
appointment and onboarding of Board of Directors (“BoD”) and 
Management members, and (vii) introduce an annual Governance 
Self-Assessment and an annual Governance Certification to ensure 
compliance with the Guidelines.

The Guidelines take into account the relevant recommendations  
by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) and  
the Swiss Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance issued  
by economiesuisse. Swiss Re closely monitors global corporate 
governance developments and regularly measures its corporate 
governance against best practices. The Guidelines may be adjusted 
to future business, regulatory or legal requirements.

The Appendices constitute an integral part of the Guidelines.
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2.  The Guidelines as umbrella document

The governance framework of Swiss Re consists of legal documents on both Group 
and BU level.

The Guidelines frame these documents and define key governance requirements 
which are applicable throughout the Group.

3. Scope and applicability

The Guidelines apply to all legal entities of which 50% or more of the outstanding 
securities or voting rights are owned or controlled by SRL either directly or indirectly 
through a legal entity belonging to the Group. The Guidelines also apply to the 
Group’s BU Level I branch offices as far as feasible.      

The Guidelines do not apply to the Group’s Level III branch offices. In the exceptional 
case that a jurisdiction foresees local corporate governance requirements for branch 
offices, the branch office has to comply with such provisions. The creation and 
dissolution process (Art. 5.4) applies. 

The Guidelines do not apply to representative offices. In the exceptional case that 
such office does do business or has the standing of a separate legal entity under 
local law, the Guidelines apply. The creation and dissolution process (Art. 5.4) 
applies. 

The Guidelines do not apply to Shelf Companies (i.e. dormant entities), as long as 
they do not have any liabilities or conduct any business. The creation and dissolution 
process (Art. 5.4) applies. 

The governance structures and processes of all legal entities have to be in 
compliance with the Guidelines as well as with applicable Group Policies and other 
Group Guidelines.

Additionally, local law requirements regarding corporate governance must be 
respected. Such local requirements may foresee special processes, approvals and 
appointments which are not addressed by the Guidelines. In certain cases such local 
requirements may not be consistent with the Guidelines. Any such local law 
requirement must be applied and will prevail over any rule set forth in the Guidelines.

Corporate Governance Guidelines

Code of Conduct

AoA

Bylaws

Articles of Association

Bylaws

Charters 
SRL Board Committees
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4. Governance responsibility

The overall responsibility for the Group’s corporate governance lies with the  
SRL Board of Directors (“SRL Board”). Therefore, it is the SRL Board which 
determines the governance framework for the Group and issues the Guidelines.

It is the responsibility of the BUs and the GFs to which the legal entities are allocated 
(“Management Responsibility Owners”) to ensure an efficient application and 
implementation of the Guidelines throughout the Group. Please refer to Appendix I 
for an overview of the legal entity allocation within the Group.

On a legal entity level it is the ultimate responsibility of the BoD of the respective 
legal entity to make sure that the Guidelines are properly adhered to. Such BoD  
is also responsible for the governance of any branch office the legal entity has set up, 
to the extent that there are any local corporate governance requirements for branch 
offices. 

5. Legal structure and classification of legal entities

5.1  Legal structure 
SRL as the holding company of the Group controls either directly or indirectly all  
of the Group’s legal entities. Please refer to Appendix II outlining the simplified legal 
structure of the Group.

5.2  Significance level of legal entities
The Group applies a customized governance approach depending on the materiality 
of the legal entity. All Swiss Re’s legal entities are classified into one of the following 
levels: Group Holding, BU Top-Level, BU Level I, BU Level II and BU Level III:

SRZ, SRCS, SRLC
BU Top-Level Entities

BU Level I Entities

BU Level II Entities

BU Level III Entities

SRL
Group Holding
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5. Legal structure and classification of legal entities

Group Holding: SRL is the holding company of the Group. It is listed at the SIX Stock 
Exchange. It directly holds the three BU Top-Level Entities Swiss Reinsurance 
Company Ltd (“SRZ”), Swiss Re Corporate Solutions Ltd (“SRCS”) and Swiss Re Life 
Capital Ltd (“SRLC”).

BU Top-Level: SRZ, SRCS and SRLC are classified as BU Top-Level Entities.

BU-Level I: Legal entities are classified as BU Level I Entities if they contribute to  
a large share of the total required regulatory capital of the Group or have a material 
impact on the Group’s risk and capital profile. This classification approach aligns  
the Group’s governance view to its capital view.

BU-Level II: Legal entities are classified as BU Level II Entities if they are rated by a 
rating agency, benefit from a SRL or SRZ parental guarantee, are a significant risk 
carrier or under high regulatory control or if they are a significant funding, investment 
or asset management vehicle. Furthermore, significant holding companies of the 
Group are equally classified as BU Level II.

BU-Level III: Each legal entity which does not meet the criteria for either a BU Level I 
or a BU Level II Entity is classified as BU Level III.

Branch offices: The Group includes several units which are set up as branch offices 
and which are also being classified. Generally the branch offices are qualified as  
BU Level III Entities. However, branch offices may also be classified as BU Level I or 
BU Level II Entities if they meet the above mentioned criteria.

5.3 Classification and reclassification of legal entities
The Chairman’s and Governance Committee (“CGC”) annually reviews and approves, 
upon endorsement by the Group Executive Committee (“Group EC”) and upon 
proposal by the Group Head Treasury, the individual classification and 
reclassification of a legal entity based on the concept of significance level as outlined 
above. The legal entities are annually asked to confirm that their classification are still 
in line with the criteria outlined in the concept of significance level.  

5.4 Creation and dissolution of legal entities
The SRL Board approves, upon endorsement by the CGC and upon proposal by the 
Group EC the creation and dissolution of BU Top-Level Entities. The CGC approves, 
upon proposal by the Group EC, the creation and dissolution of BU Level I Entities. 
The Group EC approves, upon proposal by the Group CFO, the creation and 
dissolution of BU Level II Entities. The Group CFO approves, upon proposal by the 
Group Head Treasury, the creation and dissolution of BU Level III Entities. The 
creation and dissolution process also applies to branch and representative offices as 
well as to Shelf Companies. The approvals that apply on a BU-Level are governed by 
the respective BU Top-Level Entity’s Bylaws. Approvals have to be obtained on both 
the Group as well as the BU-Levels. Please refer to Appendix III for a process 
description on the creations and dissolutions to be performed through EnGlobe. 
Please refer to Appendix IV for the creation or dissolution request form which needs 
to be completed in EnGlobe.

5.5 Administration of legal entities
The BoD of the respective legal entity has to make sure that the legal entity is 
properly managed, and that a framework for legal entity administration and related 
processes in place (please refer to art. 7.4). 
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6. Group operational structure

The SRL BoD is the supervisory body and the Group EC is the management body of 
SRL and the Group. While the SRL BoD is responsible for oversight, the Group EC is 
responsible for managing the operations as delegated by the SRL BoD.  
This structure maintains effective mutual checks and balances between the top 
governing bodies. The Corporate Bylaws of SRL define the governance structure of 
and line management within the Group including the responsibilities of the SRL BoD, 
the SRL BoD Committees and the Group EC, as well as the relevant reporting 
procedures.

The Group’s business is operated through the three BUs Reinsurance,  
Corporate Solutions (“CorSo”) and Life Capital. In line with the Bylaws of SRL and 
Governance Framework for the Swiss Re Group, the Bylaws of SRZ, SRCS and SRLC 
and Governance Framework for the respective BU, each define the governance 
structure of and line management for the legal entities SRZ, SRCS and SRLC, their 
interactions with the respective BU from a functional responsibility point of view, 
including the responsibilities of the SRZ, SRCS and SRLC Board of Directors  
(“BU BoD”), the SRZ, SRCS and SRLC BoD Committees and the SRZ, SRCS and 
SRLC Executive Committees (“BU EC”), as well as the relevant reporting 
procedures.

The GFs perform functions both for the SRL and all BUs as outlined in the Corporate 
Bylaws.

Please refer to Appendix V for a chart with the Group’s operational structure.

7.  General governance standards applicable
to all legal entities

In order to ensure unified governance rules, principles and procedures throughout 
the Group, the Guidelines define general governance standards in the below areas 
(“Focus Areas”). The general governance standards are applicable to all legal entities 
of the Group.

 ̤ Governing Bodies
 ̤ Board of Directors
 ̤ Management
 ̤ Administration
 ̤ Documentation

7.1 Governing Bodies (BoD and Management)
Establishment: Each legal entity must have, regardless of its significance level, 
bodies for supervision and management in place. Depending on the significance 
level of the legal entity these functions can be entrusted to a single body or have  
to lay with separate bodies.

Appointment: The responsibilities for proposing, approving proposals for, as well  
as for appointing new members to the BoD and to the Management, are set forth  
in Appendix VI. Typically the approval responsibilities lie with the Group for 
appointments to BU Top-Level and to BU Level I Entities and lie with the BU for 
appointments to BU Level II and BU Level III Entities. The approvers have the 
responsibility to ensure adherence to the Guidelines and to compose well-balanced 
and functioning BoD and Management bodies. Local requirements have to be 
respected, in particular notice obligations towards the local regulator. Please refer  
to Appendix VII for a process description on the appointment approvals to be 
performed through EnGlobe. Please refer to Appendix VIII for the appointment 
approval request form which needs to be completed in EnGlobe.  
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7.  General governance standards applicable to all legal entities

Introduction/Training: New members of governing bodies shall receive appropriate 
tailored introduction to the Group’s business and organisational set-up as well as 
training on selected know-how fields.

Resignation: Local requirements have to be respected, in particular as respects 
notice obligations towards the local regulator.

D&O and indemnification: If permitted by local legal requirements and subject to 
Swiss Re’s Group Indemnification Guideline, the legal entity indemnifies its Directors 
and Officers (“D&O”) in line with local law. Furthermore the Group has appropriate 
D&O insurance coverage in place. The D&O insurance policy is reviewed and 
renewed annually.

7.2 Board of Directors
Oversight: The BoD as the supervisory body is responsible to ensure that 
appropriate management controls particularly over business, operational, risk, 
financial, tax, legal, compliance, regulatory and reputational matters are in place 
with regard to the respective legal entity.

Composition: Depending on the significance level of the legal entity as well as 
depending on local regulations the BoD may have to include independent directors1. 
Members of the Group EC, or of BU ECs do not qualify as independent. The BoD 
must assemble among its members the balance of managerial expertise and 
knowledge from different fields required for the fulfilment of the supervisory 
responsibility as well as for sound independent decision-making in line with the 
needs of the legal entity.      

Committees: Depending on the significance level of the legal entity, it is obligatory 
or permitted to establish BoD Committees. Where such BoD Committees are in 
place, Charters have to be established describing each Committee’s tasks and 
responsibilities. In particular, such Charters have to mention the reporting obligations 
and applicable processes towards the legal entity’s BoD. The Charters are to be 
approved by the BoD. 

Member qualifications and skills: 
The BoD has to define selection criteria aginst which candidates for BoD 
memberships are assessed. The membership requires experience in key sectors of 
the legal entity’s business as well as in finance, accounting, capital markets, risk 
management and regulatory matters. BoD members have to have leadership and 
decision making experience. A BoD mandate requires broad commitment, 
availability, integrity, high expertise and comunication ability.  

The selection of new BoD members are to be guided by the principles of gender and 
age diversity, regional representation, inclusion, transparency and the avoidance of 
conflicts of interest.     

Access to information:  
BoD members must be given access to all information regarding the legal entity’s 
matters as may be necessary or helpful for the BoD members to fulfil their 
responsibiliities.  

Performance Self-Assessment: 
The BoD has to annually review its own performance and effectiveness as well as 
that of the BoD Committees, if such have been established. The BoD has to annually 
review the independence of the independent BoD members. The BoD also has to 
annually assess the performance of the legal entity’s Management.     

1 Independent directors are individuals who do not exercise any management function within the Group 
and are not employed or were employed by any part of the Group within the past three years. 
Furthermore they may not have a material relationship with any part of the Group other than serving as 
an independent member of the BoD of any Swiss Re Legal Entity. A full-time Chairman is not considered 
independent.
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Conflicts of interest: 
BoD members must avoid any action, position or interest that conflicts with an 
interest of the legal entity or the Swiss Re Group or gives the appearance of a 
conflict. Any actual or potential conflict of interest, including such of related persons, 
must be disclosed to the Chairman as soon as the BoD member becomes aware of 
the conflict. The respective BoD member must not participate in the discussion and 
decision-making involving the interest at stake. The Chairman has to inform the BoD 
of the existence of the conflict and it has to be reflected in the meeting minutes.   

Duty of care, loyalty and confidentiality: 
BoD members have to carry out their responsibilities respecting the law, rules and 
regulations and with due care protecting the interests of the legal entity and the 
Swiss Re Group.  

7.3 Management
Operational Responsibility: The management body is responsible to conduct the 
legal entity’s business and operations as delegated by the supervisory body and 
compliant with local rules and regulations. It assures that appropriate processes are 
in place related to business, operational, risk, financial, tax, legal, compliance, 
regulatory and reputational matters.

Reporting: A legal entity, regardless of its significance level, has to have appropriate 
reporting by its management body to its supervisory body in place, also taking  
local law requirements into account. Accurate and timely reporting, particularly on 
business, operational, risk, financial, tax, legal, compliance, regulatory and 
reputational matters, including on unusual important events, has to be ensured.

7.4 Administration
Meeting cycle: The BoD and the Management meet as often as business requires, 
The BoD typically meets at least twice a year.

Agenda setting: Agendas for all BoD and Management meetings have to be drawn 
up. With regard to BoD meetings, the agenda should generally include the following 
topics, depending on the nature, structure and size of the respective legal entity’s 
business: Management Report, Financial Report, including performance and plan, 
Audit Report, Risk Management Report, Legal, Compliance and Regulatory Report, 
unusual events, Human Resources. The BoD and Management members are 
provided with the meeting materials timely. 

Minutes: Minutes for each BoD and Management meeting have to be drawn up, 
reflecting the discussions as well as the decisions taken.

Storage: The minutes have to be duly signed by the chairperson and the secretary 
or otherwise as required or customary in the relevant jurisdiction, and have to be 
appropriately stored. 

Legal Entity Database (“EnGlobe”): The Management Responsibility Owners, for 
their assigned legal entities, are responsible for the accuracy and completeness of 
the data and documentation stored in En Globe. This duty may be delegated.

7.5 Documentation
The allocation of roles and responsibilities between the governing bodies has to 
be outlined as required by applicable legal documents (Articles of Association, 
Corporate Bylaws and Terms of Reference).

Please refer to Appendix IX for the legal entity governance overview.
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8. Additional governance requirements for a
selected group of legal entities

The significance level of a legal entity (see above under 5.2) decides which 
governance requirements the respective legal entity has to adhere to.

The Group Holding, the BU Top-Level Entities as well as the BU Level I Entities have 
to observe the additional governance requirements in the Focus Areas as outlined in 
the Corporate Bylaws or Terms of Reference of the respective legal entity. They 
usually go beyond the general governance standards and reflect the fact that major 
legal entities face complex structures and procedures.

No additional governance requirements apply to BU Level II and BU Level III Entities, 
unless any are required by local law.

Please refer to Appendix IX for the legal entity governance overview.

9. Exception

If a legal entity considers a given requirement inadequate for its set-up, it can apply 
for an exception. Such a request shall be filed on behalf of the legal entity’s BoD. It 
must state the exception required and the reasoning. The request must be supported 
by the respective Management Responsibility Owner of the respective legal entity. 
For the Group Holding, the BU Top-Level Entities and the BU Level I Entities the 
request shall be sent by email to the Group Corporate Secretariat. The request will be 
dealt with by the CGC at its next upcoming regular meeting. For the BU Level II and 
BU Level III Entities such a request shall be sent by email to the Group Chief Legal 
Officer and the Group Company Secretary, who will deal with the request.

10. Monitoring compliance

10.1 Group oversight
Group oversight over compliance with the Guidelines will be monitored by internal 
control functions, notably Group Internal Audit, Legal & Compliance and Risk 
Management. In order for a control function to be able to thoroughly accomplish its 
responsibility, it has to be allowed, upon request, access to any information required 
of any legal entity of the Group at any time.

10.2  Group Holding, BU Top Level Entities, BU Level I Entities: 
Governance Self-Assessment

The SRL Board as well as the BoDs of the BU Top-Level Entities and the BU Level I 
Entities will conduct an annual Governance Self-Assessment analyzing the 
adherence of the respective legal entity to the Guidelines and any local law 
requirements related to corporate governance.

In the exceptional case that a jurisdiction foresees local corporate governance 
requirements for branch offices, the BoD of the parent entity will also conduct an 
annual Governance Self-Assessment for the branch office.

Please refer to Appendix Xa for a process description of the Governance 
Self-Assessment.



10.3 BU Level II and BU Level III Entities: Governance Certification
An annual Governance Certification will request the BoD to confirm that a legal 
entity’s governance structure and processes are adequate and comply with the 
Guidelines and with any local law requirements applicable thereof.

In the exceptional case that a jurisdiction foresees local corporate governance 
requirements for branch offices, the BoD of the parent entity will also conduct the 
Governance Certification for the branch office.

Please refer to Appendix Xb for a process description of the Governance 
Certification.

10.4 Reporting
The findings of the BoD’s Governance Self-Assessments as well as of the 
Governance Certification will be annually reported to the CGC, which will analyze 
and discuss actions as deemed appropriate.

11. Review

The Guidelines are reviewed annually by the SRL Board, based on recommendations 
by the CGC.

12. Implementation

The Guidelines were approved by the Board of Directors on 7 December 2012. 
They entered into force on 1 January 2013 and replace the Legal Entity Governance 
Concept approved by the Board of Directors on 2 December 2011. The Guidelines 
were revised and subsequently approved by the Board of Directors on  
5 December 2013, 4 December 2014, 2 December 2015, 8 December 2016 as 
well as on 7 December 2017 based on recommendations by the CGC.

Please refer to Appendix XI for a timeline visualizing the annual cycle of relevant 
procedural governance matters.

Swiss Re Ltd 

Walter B. Kielholz Felix Horber 
Chairman of the Board of Directors Company Secretary 
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